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1 Introduction
This special section was aimed at bringing together the latest
contributions to the exciting multidisciplinary field of distrib-
uted smart cameras. An open call for papers was issued,
with relevant topics ranging from vision chips and dedicated
real-time image processing hardware to high-level information
processing and smart camera networks. Invitations were
also issued for extended versions of selected works from
the 2015 edition of the flagship academic event in this field,
the International Conference on Distributed Smart Cameras,
where the guest editors served as technical program chairs.
A total of 20 manuscripts were submitted, out of which 12
papers were finally accepted—60% acceptance rate—after
peer review by at least two experts in the field. These papers
are briefly introduced in the sections below.

2 Visual Sensor Networks and Distributed
Computer Vision

Eldib et al. present a privacy-aware visual sensor network
enabling behavior analysis for elderly care. The network
operates in a real unstructured environment without camera
calibration, rendering reliable mobility patterns useful for
caregivers. The analysis extends along 10 months of real-life
video recordings. Hanca et al. report a video coding suitable
for wireless camera networks. The advances come from using
a low resolution video sensor integrated in a light processing
unit. They study performance-complexity trade-offs for feed-
back-channel removal. They also propose learning-based
techniques for rate allocation and investigate various simpli-
fications of side-information generation yielding real-time
decoding. Nuger and Benhabib propose a fusion technique
to estimate the three-dimensional (3-D) shape of a deform-
able object via a multicamera vision system. The fusion
of stereo triangulation and visual hull allows prediction of
the 3-D shape of unknown, markerless deforming objects.
Comprehensive simulations and comparison demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach with respect to
the state of the art. Redondi et al. present a game theoretic

framework to better exploit the overlapping fields of view of
visual sensor networks. The objectives are twofold: improve
accuracy by means of multiview cameras and reduce the
energy consumption by using redundancy. Both simulated
and real-life tests show that the proposed approach increases
the lifetime of the system without considerable loss of
accuracy.

3 Smart Cameras and Vision Chips
The paper by Reichel et al. reports a simulation platform,
mostly developed in SystemC, where various sources of non-
idealities in mixed-signal vision chips can be evaluated in
terms of their impact on computer-vision algorithms. This
gives rise to a comprehensive design loop where parameters
at different abstraction levels are intertwined. Kyrkou and
Teocharides propose a feature-based visual search algo-
rithm. It exploits motion, depth, and edge visual features to
guide the process of object search to only the most meaning-
ful image regions in an effort to constrain the overall data
search space. As a result, the amount of data feeding the clas-
sifier is reduced. An evaluation on an FPGA-based platform
for face detection indicates that the data search reduction
reaches 95%. This results in a system being able to process
up to 50 1024 × 768-px images per second with a notable
reduction of false positives. Dziri et al. present a processing
pipeline for tracking of multiple objects. It is implemented
from inexpensive off-the-shelf components—Raspberry-Pi
board and a RaspiCam camera—and tested on real scenar-
ios. Despite the low complexity of the proposed methodology,
the tracking quality is close to state-of-the-art results. Carraro
et al. report an open-source software library dedicated to
the new Kinect v2. This library is exploited in an embedded
system, the NVidia Jetson TK1, giving rise to a cost-efficient
RGB-D smart-camera for people detection and tracking.
One of the major result is the point cloud generation per-
formed at 22 Hz and the people detection achieved at
14 Hz. These frame rates are double and triple of those found
in state-of-the-art works. Imran et al. propose solutions
for various challenges in the field of embedded smart
cameras. In particular, the authors investigate two low com-
plexity and high-performance preprocessing architectures
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experiments show how such architectures can reach higher
frame rate with lower memory and power consumption
requirements.

4 Emerging Applications
Fang et al. propose a new algorithm for segmentation of
infrared (IR) images. The method combines region and
edge information in order to fit an adaptable active contour
model. The targeted application is IR ship target segmenta-
tion. Experiments prove robustness of the model with respect
to heterogeneous regions, weak edges, and noises under
complex background. The paper by Li et al. presents a
low-cost approach for pose tracking using fused vision and
inertial data. Experimental results show that the proposed
system is accurate and robust against illumination changes
and partial occlusions. Application scenarios like augmented
reality and 3-D game control are explored. Ober-Gecks et al.
present a method for the reconstruction of the photo hull. The
proposed approach is based on a GPU implementation of
voxel coloring in turn based on item buffering. This generates
a speedup of the iterative carving procedure while considering
all of the given pixel color information.
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